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Dynamics of the Multifragmentation of 1A GeV Gold on Carbon
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An exclusive study of the interaction of 1A GeV Au with C shows a separability into two stages:
a prompt stage involving emission of mostZ  1 and someZ  2 particles and a second stage
involving the decay of an equilibrated remnant, which typically undergoes multifragmentation. The
mean mass, charge, excitation energy, and the initial temperatureTi of the remnant have been
determined as a function of the total charge multiplicity,m, as has the freeze-out temperature
Tf . Both Ti and Tf increase linearly withm and their values at the critical point have been
determined. Tf rises monotonically with excitation energy as expected for a continuous phase
transition. [S0031-9007(96)00615-1]
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We have recently extracted the critical expone
g, b, t, ands from a model independent analysis of t
multifragment breakup of 1A GeV gold ions incident on
carbon [1,2]. The values of these exponents were fo
to be remarkably close to those for ordinary fluids [
These results indicate that multifragmentation (MF) m
arise from a continuous phase transition, and may be
to the same universality class as ordinary fluids. Th
also can provide direct information about the equat
of state of nuclear matter in the vicinity of its critic
point [4].

The determination of the critical exponents is based
a number of assumptions, the validity of which rests in
MF dynamics. These assumptions are (1) the forma
of an equilibrated remnant with chargeZi , massAi, exci-
tation energyEp, and temperatureTi , following the emis-
sion of prompt particles in a first stage and (2) the dir
proportionality between the total charged particle mu
plicity, m, and temperature [5]. The target independe
of MF in heavy ion interactions [6] indicates that the e
trance and exit channels are decoupled, consistent with
Fragment energy spectra have shown that MF occurs in
breakup of a system lighter than the original nucleus wi
strongly reduced Coulomb energy [7–10], suggesting
the remnant undergoes expansion and cooling prior to
[11] with freeze-out occurring at a temperatureTf . In this
Letter we explore the validity of the above assumptions
0031-9007y96y77(2)y235(4)$10.00
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light of the MF dynamics, determine the above propert
of the remnant as a function ofm, and determineTfsmd.
The values ofTi and Tf at the critical multiplicity,mc,
bracket the critical temperature of the nucleus.

The experimental apparatus, described in detail
[1], consisted of a time projection chamber [12],
time-of-flight wall, and a multiple sampling ionizatio
chamber [13]. These detectors allowed us to identify
nuclear charges and momenta of all charged projec
fragments with high efficiency. Mass identification wa
possible forZ # 5. The analysis is based on 33 000 ful
reconstructed events, where the total charge for the
system was found to be79 6 3.

Figure 1 shows the laboratory rapidity distribution
of several light fragments. In this reverse kinemat
experiment, we see that many of the fragments are mov
near beam rapidity. This is the case for all Li an
higher Z fragments, which show strong peaking ne
ybeam. The symmetry of these distributions is consiste
with emission from an equilibrated projectile remnant.
contrast, the lighter particles, particularlyp, d, and 3He,
show extensive tailing at lowy from peaks nearybeam.
These tails are due to particles which are knocked ou
the Au nucleus in the first stage of the interaction.

To determine the mass-weighted average velocity of
projectile remnant we used the Li, Be, and B fragme
to compute a mean velocitybz. We find bz  0.873
© 1996 The American Physical Society 235
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FIG. 1. Laboratory rapidity distributions for light fragment
ybeam  1.35.

for low m, decreasing monotonically to 0.867 for hig
m. A linear interpolation givesbzsmd. As a check
on the accuracy of this velocity we have computed
masses of various heavy fragments using the experime
momenta andbzsmd. The mean masses of C, N, and
fragments agree within 1% with the corresponding valu
obtained from a yield-weighted average of isotopica
resolved fragments in high-energyp-Xe interactions [14].
The mean masses of fragments withZ . 10 show a
similar agreement with values deduced from the EP
parametrization of the most probable charges of produ
formed in high-energy reactions [15].

We can examine the behavior of the invariant cro
sections as a function ofy' and yz, the transverse
and longitudinal velocity components in the movin
system. The results for several light particles are sho
in Fig. 2. The contours are nearly symmetric abo
yz  0 for low y', indicating approximately isotropic
emission in the projectile frame. However, for high
y' the contours skew towards negativeyz , as expected
for prompt emission. We have made a constant 30 M
cut in the proton kinetic energies in the moving syste
in order to separate the two sources in an approxim
way. The same energy per nucleon cuts have b
made for the otherZ  1 andZ  2 particles. The cuts
determine particle yields for the two stages. The fi
stage multiplicity,m1, consists of,70% of the Z  1
particles and,10% of the Z  2 particles. The second
stage equilibrium multiplicity,m2, is linearly proportional
to m1, and m2 . 1

3 m. By varying the position of the
cuts in a manner that preserves approximate isotropy,
between 25 and 35 MeV per nucleon, we estimate a
uncertainty inm2.

We determineZi by subtracting from 79 the charge
of the promptZ  1 and Z  2 particles. To obtain
Ai we assume the knockout of 1.7 prompt neutrons
prompt proton on the basis of a cascade simulation [1
Figure 3(a) shows the linear variation ofm2 with m. This
linearity is the chief basis of our previous assertion t
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FIG. 2. Contour plot of invariant cross sections for lig
particle emission in the indicated multiplicity bins. The line
contours correspond to equal particle number intervals. T
heavy curves are cuts separating first and second stage part

the inclusion of prompt particles does not significan
change the values of the critical exponents [1,17].

To determineEpyAi we use the energy balance relatio
[18]

EpyAi  s1yAid
∑X

j

sEkin
j 1 Qjd 1 3nTiy2 1 Qn

∏
,

(1)

whereEkin
j and Qj are the kinetic energy in the movin

system and the separation energy of thejth charged
fragment emitted in the equilibrium stage, respective
n is the second stage neutron multiplicity, andQn is
the sum of the separation energy of these neutrons.
mean neutron kinetic energy has been assumed to be3

2 T ,
corresponding to volume emission [19]. The value ofn,
,10 on average, is the difference betweenAi and the sum
of the second stage fragment masses. In order to relatEp

andT in Eq. (1) we assume the Fermi gas model relatio
T  sEpyad1y2, where the level density parametera is
taken asAy13. This value is consistent with the observe
decrease ofa with increasingEp from ,Ay8 to ,Ay13,
at which pointa appears to level off [20]. This fixed
value of a is consistent with the range of values ofa
obtained whenTi is extracted fromEp as a function ofm;
see below. Equation (1) is quadratic insEpyAd1y2 and has
only one physical solution.

As a test of the procedure embodied in Eq. (1), w
have applied it to simulated events generated by
ISABEL cascade code [16] coupled with a statistical M
model (SMM) [21]. The energies of SMM fragments an
neutrons lead toEp values that are in very good agreeme
with those given for the same events byISABEL.
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FIG. 3. Dependence on total charge multiplicity of (a) t
second stage multiplicity, (b) the mean excitation energy
nucleon of the remnant, and (c) the mean mass of the remn
Statistical errors are smaller than the size of the points wh
not shown.

Figure 3(b) shows the variation of the meanEpyAi with
m. The result is subject to systematic errors associa
with the source velocity determination, mass identificati
first stage cut, and neutron number and energy. Th
effects were investigated by making reasonable chan
in the velocity cut and in the assumptions about neut
emission. The combined uncertainty from these source
,15%. The nonlinear dependence ofEpyAi on m reflects
the increase ofEp with m and the associated decrease inAi

[Fig. 3(c)]. Thus the mass of the remnant decreases f
,190 to ,110.

The temperature of the unexpanded remnant with m
Ai may be obtained fromEp according to the single
component Fermi gas model. It is assumed that
remnant thermalizes in the volume formerly occupied
the Au projectile. Figure 4 shows thatTi is a practically
linear function of m in the region where MF occurs
m , 10 60, thereby confirming one of the assumptio
in the determination of the critical exponents [1,2].
the critical multiplicity, mc  26 6 1 [1], Ti  8.7 6

0.7 MeV, where the error reflects the uncertainty of t
input parameters in the Fermi gas model.

The equilibrated remnant expands and cools prior
breakup. The freeze-out temperature may be obta
from the ratio of isotope yield ratios, where each p
of isotopes differs by one neutron [22]. Pochodzallaet
al. [23] recently used the3Hey4He and6Liy7Li yield ratios
to determineTf for the interaction of 600A MeV Au plus
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FIG. 4. Variation ofTi andTf with m. Two different values
of Tf are shown,THe-DT andTHe-Li. The double arrow spans the
values of the critical temperature.

Au. We have used this He-Li thermometer as well as a H
DT thermometer based on the2Hy3H yield ratio to estimate
Tf . Both Tf were obtained by means of equations giv
in Ref. [22]. Our results have not been corrected for fee
in from the decay of heavier fragments, which has be
estimated as a 20% correction [23]. We believe that
THe-DT are more accurate than theTHe-Li because they do
not require a correction for low-lying excited states.
addition to the statistical error, the error inTHe-DT is due
to the uncertainty in the separation between the first a
second stages, which is,3%.

Figure 4 shows the variation ofTf with m. Both ther-
mometers give similar results and indicate thatTf is a lin-
ear function ofm. Whenm  mc, Tf  5.1 6 0.2 MeV.
This temperature is close to the cracking temperat
predicted by various statistical models [21,24] and a
agrees with a determination based on a thermal liquid d
model description of the isotopic yields of fragments fro
p-Xe collisions [8]. Figure 4 shows thatTHe-DT is sub-
stantially lower thanTi, where their ratio decreases from
0.77 for lowm to 0.51 for highm. Evidently, the remnant
cools down on its approach to freeze-out due to both
pansion and evaporation, with a higher degree of cool
occurring at highEp. The values ofTfsmcd and Tismcd
bracket the critical temperature of the nucleus, which th
has a value between,5 and9 MeV.

Figure 5 shows the monotonic increase ofTHe-DT with
EpyAi . This variation is consistent with that expecte
for a liquid-gas phase transition in the critical regio
Pochodzallaet al. [23] have presented a similar curv
for the interaction of 600A MeV Au with Au which
displays a roughly constant value ofTHe-Li between 2
and 10 MeVynucleon followed by a sharp rise at highe
EpyAi . At the highestEpyAi, where the difference in the
237
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FIG. 5. Dependence ofTHe-DT on EpyAi . Statistical errors are
smaller than the size of the points where not shown.

shape of the two curves is largest, their remnant mas
are only half as large as ours. Consequently, the
systems may differ in dynamics. A detailed comparis
is presented elsewhere [25].

In summary, we have separated the first stage parti
from those emitted by an equilibrated remnant in the int
action of 1A GeV 197Au with carbon. Most of theZ  1
particles as well as a small fraction of theZ  2 particles
are emitted prior to equilibrium. Heavier fragments a
emitted by the equilibrated remnant, the charge and m
of which have been determined as a function ofm. The
second stage multiplicity is a linear function ofm, where
m2 . 1

3 m. The mean excitation energy of the remna
has been determined and the temperatureTi derived from
it is a linear function ofm. These results validate the a
sumptions made in our previous determination of the c
ical exponents. The freeze-out temperatureTf has been
determined using two different isotope ratio thermomet
and is also a linear function ofm. The values ofTismcd
andTfsmcd bracket the critical temperature of the nucleu
The monotonic increase ofTHe-DT with EpyAi supports the
view that MF may indeed result from a continuous pha
transition near the critical point.
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